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Chairman’s ReportChairman’s ReportChairman’s ReportChairman’s Report    

Matthew HolderMatthew HolderMatthew HolderMatthew Holder    
 

 

If you think 2008 was great, just see what we are going 

in 2009!  Ron is organising a weekend staying at 

Bishop’s Castle to work at Walcot Woods, Laura is 

organising a return trip to Northumberland, and we 

have the usual bonfire and Christmas weekend 

spectaculars.  There is a planned trip to Bodnant 

Gardens, canoeing, walks… the list goes on!  The Group 

is very strong at the moment – thanks to everyone for 

all your efforts.  And the website looks great too! 

I have never seen so much work completed by the 

Group at the bonfire weekend… unless you can tell me 

otherwise!  There were some 26 adult volunteers on 

Saturday.  Five fires were lit over the weekend, and 

cakes galore – thanks to Julie, Lisa, Jane, Mags and Jen 

for baking such scrummy cakes.  I do notice an absence 

of male names on that list – we’ll have to pull our socks 

up – although Gordon, Matt Hinton and John H have baked for us over the year – and very 

well too as well.  I think we’re getting a reputation for good food – one guest, Dominic, 

who has worked at the Ritz, was impressed! 

The Christmas weekend usually misses out on much comment as it is so near to the 

publication date for the newsletter, but see the various comments later on.  Thanks go to 

Mike for giving us five litres of homemade wine cunningly disguised in a water container 

which was well received on such a cold weekend. 

Best wishes for a speedy recovery go to Lucy, who has had some wisdom teeth out – no 

doubt Froggy and Mary are looking after her and doing the housework!  Chris Brown 

hasn’t been seen for a while – some say he’s having great success with a new album he’s 

released, but I think they have the wrong Chris Brown – our Chris Brown has been moving 

house. 

Please order your fab new t-shirts via the order form in the newsletter – they are the 

‘must have’ fashion accessory for 2009!  Lastly, don’t forget to let me know if you can 

come to my 40th. 

Have a peaceful Christmas. 
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It’s Your NewsletterIt’s Your NewsletterIt’s Your NewsletterIt’s Your Newsletter    

Laura HarrisonLaura HarrisonLaura HarrisonLaura Harrison    
 

This is the place to share items of interest with other members.  It is 

what you make it… so if you have anything that you would like to be 

included in the next newsletter, please send to me at 

newsletter@wntcv.co.uk, or pass to any member of the committee. 

 

Submissions for the Spring newsletter are needed by: 

SUNDAY SUNDAY SUNDAY SUNDAY 15151515 MARCH 2009 MARCH 2009 MARCH 2009 MARCH 2009. 
        

    

    

 

UmbrellasUmbrellasUmbrellasUmbrellas    

Lucy ColeLucy ColeLucy ColeLucy Cole    
 

Umbrellas are great, but in windy weather they have a tendency to blow inside out and break.  And 

then what do you do with them? - can they be recycled? 

Well, the metal frame is probably recyclable, but the fabric can be REUSED.  Being waterproof, it is 

very good for garden kneelers, ideal for use when laying cobblestones!  (Carpet or underlay offcuts 

are excellent for the filling). 

No doubt there are 101 other uses .....any 

(sensible!) suggestions? 
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Manchester MegaManchester MegaManchester MegaManchester Mega----Plant Plant Plant Plant –––– 27/28 September 27/28 September 27/28 September 27/28 September    

Matt HintonMatt HintonMatt HintonMatt Hinton    
 

A torch would be really useful right now. The realisation 

dawned as I was forced to stumble up the rocky path towards 

the Dalehead basecamp, guided solely by the feeble light of 

my mobile phone display. Luckily I was greeted by one of our 

hosts from the Manchester group and guided through the 

darkness into the light of the basecamp.  

In the lounge, a log fire was burning and in the dining room 

the warm welcome from everyone was accompanied by a 

delicious supper of home made soup and pate. Following 

supper we retired with our drinks to the lounge where we 

were tasked to find out odd facts about each other, but more 

importantly were we able to place our “orders” for Saturday’s 

cooked breakfast.  As we had a busy day ahead, we all went to bed fairly early and were rewarded 

the next morning with bright sunshine, a clear blue sky and a perfect breakfast including Mags’ 

homemade Downs Bank blackberry jam for our toast (look out for the next jar at the bonfire 

weekend!!!). 

After breakfast, we all headed out in the relative luxury of the minibus to rendezvous with Shane 

the Warden and his Landrovers of Spine Shattering Doom™. Needless to say, out of the WNTV gang 

only the bravest of the brave (i.e. Mags and Sheila) accepted the challenge to ride in the 

Landrovers up towards the vast plateau of Kinder Scout. Ron and Laura much preferred to do their 

impression of Alpine mountain goats and race up on foot, easily arriving first at Edale Cross which 

was the next meeting point. I, on the other hand, was perfectly happy to walk up at a steadier pace 

with other members of the Manchester group, enjoying spectacular views over the rolling hills and 

the glorious weather. 

Once we had regrouped, everyone continued on foot up to the peat covered worksite that was to 

be on the receiving end of some serious cotton grass Mega-Planting. After a short safety briefing 

to point out that our 5 foot long wooden dibbing sticks weren’t to be used like we were martial 

arts extras in a Jackie Chan movie, we paired off and set about honing our planting skills. With a 

combination of the Manchester gang’s experienced planters and our own WNTV gang’s smooth 

pole action and lightning quick hands we were planting tray after tray in no time at all. By the close 

of play on Saturday, we had almost reached the 12,000th successful planting, leaving us two thirds 

of the way to the magic number of 18,000 plants by the end of the weekend. 

After a pleasant walk back to the basecamp, a short trip to a nearby pub for a couple of drinks and 

a delicious garlic chicken dinner it was time for a game of guess the famous person, made even 

more difficult by some of the Manchester group’s interpretation of the word “famous” (name a 14th 

century mystic anyone??). After expending too much brain power for one evening, it was time to 

go to bed and recharge the batteries ready for Sunday. 

Unfortunately when we woke up we couldn’t see much of Sunday due to the thick mist that had 

turned up uninvited, overnight. But we were helped over our disappointment by the strawberries, 
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croissants and re-appearance of Mags’ jam for breakfast as well as watching Charlie organise the 

day’s box of goodies consisting of Jen’s chocolate brownies, Charlie’s choc chip cookies and large 

quantities of fruit cake and flapjack.  

Despite the mist, Matt and Duncan of the Manchester group decided that they were going to walk 

the entire way back up to the work site, whereas those of us who weren’t completely insane opted 

for the minibus ride again. The mist was still obscuring the wonderful scenery and Jen was 

wondering why she hadn’t come up for Saturday instead of Sunday, but we still wanted to enjoy 

the fresh air, so along with Laura and Ron we chose to walk to Edale Cross and meet up with the 

box of goodies and the rest of the group who were rattling up in the Landrovers.  

This decision, however, would prove to be fatally flawed.  

When we arrived, the entire box of goodies had already been 

spirited away up onto the summit along with everyone else 

except for Alex, the trainee warden, who had been left to wait 

for us without so much as a map, compass or chocolate 

brownie as a consolation. Despite this minor oversight, we 

headed further up into the mist, but on reaching the trig point 

on the summit, we were decidedly unsure of the direction that 

the box of goodies had subsequently taken. After walking 

around in an extremely impressive number of wrong directions, 

getting colder and soaking up more misty moisture than I’m 

sure is wise, we had hit rock bottom and were forced to eat the 

Tesco’s basic chocolate biscuits that I had packed as part of my 

lunch rations.  

Resigned to the fact that, in so much mist, we wouldn’t be able to find the chocolately delights 

that were Jen’s brownies, we headed back down towards Edale Cross to plan our next move. 

However, as luck would have it, the sun soon came out and burnt away the mist, leaving a clear 

blue sky and a clearly visible warden who had come to find out why we hadn’t arrived for the 

brownie-eating session (sorry, I mean cotton grass planting!).  

After following the correct route, and in order to celebrate our arrival at the worksite, Laura and I 

were forced to sample the box of goodies before planting a solitary tray of cotton grass and then 

being forced, kicking and screaming, to stop again for lunch.  

With lunch finished, the whole group was running like a well-oiled planting machine and we had 

completed the remaining 6000 plants by 3 o’clock. As the weather was now even better than on 

Saturday, most of us decided to walk back to the basecamp and enjoy the beautiful views of the 

rolling peak district hills in the afternoon sun.  

We arrived in time for a coffee and another assault on the box of goodies before packing our bags, 

trying to decide who should take the leftovers with them, saying our goodbyes and then heading 

off our separate ways into the gorgeous autumn sunset.  
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Bonfire Weekend Bonfire Weekend Bonfire Weekend Bonfire Weekend –––– Dudmaston Dudmaston Dudmaston Dudmaston    

1111----3 November 20083 November 20083 November 20083 November 2008    
 

 

Thanks so much to everyone for making this the best bonfire weekend for years!  I have never 

seen the group work so hard, and party so hard!  Mike the warden was so pleased with our efforts 

and commended the Group on 15 bottles of wine (knowingly) consumed!  Roll on 2009!  

MATTHEW HOLDERMATTHEW HOLDERMATTHEW HOLDERMATTHEW HOLDER 

 

I had a really good time.  The best turnout for a long time and great barbeque and bonfire.  Sorry 

for finishing the sweet sherry!!  MAGS CARTEMAGS CARTEMAGS CARTEMAGS CARTERRRR 

 

Another marvelous bonfire weekend!  Thank you to everyone who organized it.  The brambles and 

birch never stood a chance!  JEN THOMSONJEN THOMSONJEN THOMSONJEN THOMSON 

 

Very very good weekend (first class!) all the way from Lichfield.   JOHN & JILL WELLSJOHN & JILL WELLSJOHN & JILL WELLSJOHN & JILL WELLS 

 

The best ever – good work, fantastic bonfire, 

excellent company – great fun!! 

 

Excellent fun; good food, people and fire.   

ZAC HARVEYZAC HARVEYZAC HARVEYZAC HARVEY 

 

Well worth the journey – even with the traffic 

jams!  STEVE & MATT (NORTHUMBRIA)STEVE & MATT (NORTHUMBRIA)STEVE & MATT (NORTHUMBRIA)STEVE & MATT (NORTHUMBRIA) 
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Super, slashing great!!  Delicious pumpkin soup – 

Mags excels again.  Bonfires, bonfires and more 

lovely bonfires!  JOHN UPTONJOHN UPTONJOHN UPTONJOHN UPTON 

 

My first weekend with the Wolverhampton group, 

and I’d certainly come again!  Great company, 

worthwhile work, fab fireworks, brilliant barbeque 

and a blazing bonfire!  Excellent.  LUKELUKELUKELUKE 

 

Brilliant weekend, plenty of whiz, bang, pop!!!  

Beautiful pumpkin soup (thank you Mags!!), endless 

supplies of cake (what more could a girl want?) and 

an aching stomach from all the laughing!!  Thanks 

to the organisers.  LISA GOLDSMITHLISA GOLDSMITHLISA GOLDSMITHLISA GOLDSMITH 

 

Whiz Bang Fireworks!  First time to carve a 

pumpkin!  Great weekend – thanks to the behind 

the scenes gang.  GORDON WHITTAKERGORDON WHITTAKERGORDON WHITTAKERGORDON WHITTAKER    
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FolliesFolliesFolliesFollies    

Gordon WhittakerGordon WhittakerGordon WhittakerGordon Whittaker    
 

In this country we have more follies and garden structures than anywhere else.  Our 

landscape is littered with obelisks, eye catchers, towers, ruined castles were even built (!), 

Greek temples, pavilions, gazebos, grottoes etc.  Each one has a story from the romantic 

and obscure to the bizarre.  Sadly most are inaccessible and are on private land. However, 

for the keen folly follower there is a folly fellowship which manages to gain access to 

some of the more remote ones. There is also a 600 page comprehensive book on follies 

in this country. Superbly written with humour it really captures these peculiar buildings. 

(If anyone is interested i can lend it out !) As there are over 1600 follies there is no 

shortage of follies that  can be accessed. 

These days if a landowner wanted to build any such folly there would be an outcry. Calls 

of "Blot on the landscape" would be heard. Yet the follies of yesteryear seem to fit well 

into our landscape. Age has weathered and crumbled some of them and The Landmark 

trust has rescued others . You can stay in lots of these wonderful buildings and the 

money you pay goes toward restoring the next folly or building of unique interest. They 

have been restored sympathetically and if you cant stay in one, then every September for 

one weekend they open their doors for viewing.  Similar to the Landmark trust is the Vivat 

trust. One of their local properties is a stunning Greek Temple in Badger near Bridgnorth. 

Not easy to find and that adds to the charm.  It is buried in woodland perched on a 

mound overlooking a Dingle.  There is another temple and tunnel on the same side of the 

gorge. Nearby is a cascade and Ice House from the 1700s.Sadly there is nothing left of 

the stately home.  However, in these days of brown road signs telling you of every place 

of interest, leaflets on everything, and most places 

of historical interest being in the National trust, 

English heritage, Historic Houses association there 

is something unique about Badger and this 

picturesque Dingle.  There is not one sign to help 

you find this special Dingle and  nor should there 

be.  If you want to know exactly where it is.... well 

I’m not telling you! 

The list of weird follies seems endless.  There is the 

famous 17th century pineapple building in 

Scotland.  An exact 53ft reproduction of a 

pineapple. Very skilfully done in stone. Then there 

is the bizarre sight of a large golden ball above a 

14th century church in High Wycombe. The ball was 

accessed by a ladder and there is room for 4 
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people. Rumours of witchcraft and sexual goings on in the 18th century were rife.  I 

guess that was half the appeal to be up to having fun above a church.  It also overlooked 

the great estate of High Wycombe with all its temples and follies . Well worth a visit to 

give you an idea what Lord Dashwood and his cronies got up to on his large estate.  Also 

nearby is the caves where the famous hell fire club used to meet up in the 1700s.  I could 

go on and on........ 

One of the best local ones is Hawkstone Park near Shrewsbury which I am planning a walk 

around as part of our social programme so look out for this in the new year! 

 

 

 

 

40404040thththth Birthday Bash  Birthday Bash  Birthday Bash  Birthday Bash –––– Invitation  Invitation  Invitation  Invitation     

Matthew Matthew Matthew Matthew HolderHolderHolderHolder    
 

Some of you have expressed surprise that I 

will be 40 next year, but I know you are just 

being kind!  I thought I may keep it quiet, but 

you’re only 40 once!  So, you are all invited to 

a birthday party at Patshill Park Hotel, near 

Pattingham, Wolverhampton on Saturday 7th 

February 2009 – start time 7:00 pm.  You will 

be able to mingle with really exciting 

accountants (?) and mad welsh people (don’t 

tell my relatives I called them that).  I have 

booked a band and there will be a disco as 

well.  A hot buffet will be provided.  If you 

want to stay at the hotel, mention the party 

and you’ll get a discounted stay.  Can you 

please let me know by 15th January if you are  

 

coming or not (feel free to bring husband/ 

wife/boyfriend/girlfriend/pet hamster/friend 

/children – just let me know).  I look forward 

to seeing you there!  Just ask if you need 

directions – the hotel does have a good 

website.
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Christmas Weekend Christmas Weekend Christmas Weekend Christmas Weekend –––– Dudmaston Dudmaston Dudmaston Dudmaston    

5555----7 December 20087 December 20087 December 20087 December 2008    
 

 

 

What can I say! First Xmas I have attended for a couple of years. The organisation of the whole 

weekend was brilliant especially with much credit to Mags for such good food. 

The weather was kind to us on Saturday, with a heavy frost on Sunday to give that extra Christmas 

feeling and effect. The task of planting trees was very enjoyable. All in all, the company, food, task 

and surroundings made it a very good Xmas weekend for the group.  PETER HAMPTONPETER HAMPTONPETER HAMPTONPETER HAMPTON    

 

 

What a weekend! The company was great. Wonderful 

weather. 720 trees planted. Food, food, food. Drink, 

drink, drink. Sleep, sleep, sleep. Thanks especially to 

Mags for all her efforts.  MATTHEW HOLDERMATTHEW HOLDERMATTHEW HOLDERMATTHEW HOLDER    

 

 

Another great weekend with a world record number of 

trees planted in one day.  

The meal was up to Mags' normal standards i.e. 

fantastic and the highlight of the entertainment must 

have been John's “push a straw through a potato” 

competition – yes it's true!!  RON MURDOCHRON MURDOCHRON MURDOCHRON MURDOCH    

 

 

Excellent food, never knew planting trees could be such fun – (crop circles). 
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This was a really excellent weekend. Thank you Mags for a 

wonderful Christmas dinner. Good work, good food, good fun!  JEN JEN JEN JEN 

THOMSONTHOMSONTHOMSONTHOMSON 

 

 

Fantastic weekend. Great weather, superb food, brilliant company. 

Mags has raised the bar to the top and beyond for the weekend 

away. Can't wait for Walcot in March!  MATT HINTONMATT HINTONMATT HINTONMATT HINTON 

 

 

An excellent way to know Christmas has started. Tree planting to reduce carbon footprint guilt, 

terrific food to savour and great company. Then there was the straws through the potatoes – 

surely you can't – Oh yes you can – eventually.  SHEILA SMALLWOODSHEILA SMALLWOODSHEILA SMALLWOODSHEILA SMALLWOOD 

 

 

Another wonderful weekend albeit a little 

chilly!!  The work was fun and the xmas dinner 

was absolutely fantastic.  I seem to have come 

away with a strange addiction for poking 

straws through potatoes though!!   LAURA LAURA LAURA LAURA 

HARRISONHARRISONHARRISONHARRISON 

 

 

Really enjoyed the tree planting – doing something constructive 

for a change – only thing is me bloody back 'urts today. Lovely 

meals, good company and many wines to sample!  JOHN UPTONJOHN UPTONJOHN UPTONJOHN UPTON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Excellent, brilliant, fantastic ... spooky! 

Thank you to everyone who helped in (and out of) the kitchen. 

For rescuing the pigs in blanket, for beating the brandy butter 

into submission, for looking after Georgina (so that mummy 

could make her own supper!) For being tall enough so that 

decorating the basecamp did not need its own risk assessment, 

and neither did clearing away. And to all the washer-uppers and 

dryers ... great work!  MAGS CARTERMAGS CARTERMAGS CARTERMAGS CARTER 
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A Walk in the Peak DistrictA Walk in the Peak DistrictA Walk in the Peak DistrictA Walk in the Peak District    

Jen ThompsonJen ThompsonJen ThompsonJen Thompson    
 

The location for Dave’s latest WNTCV walk on 4th October was right in the heart of the Peak District, 

only one valley over from where we’d worked the previous week at the Mega-Plant in Edale. 

The weather forecast was atrocious, but that didn’t put off Ron, Jen, Laura (and Max) from setting out 

with Dave and friends of his Albrighton, Lisa, Sue and Kim, to brave the worst of the elements.  We set 

out from Castleton, a very pretty village in the heart of the Peak District shortly after 11am.  Our route 

took us first along part of the Limestone Way, climbing out of the valley bottom by way of a steep 

limestone gulley beneath a crag on which sits Peveril Castle. We emerged from the gulley onto 

windswept upland and headed towards a group of trees on the slopes of Mam Tor.  Dave said this 

would be the only sheltered spot on the walk, so here we stopped for lunch.  We now had a chance to 

consider our options.  In the event of low cloud and bad weather Dave had planned an alternative route 

down into Edale, but although by no means brilliant, the weather was not as bad as forecast: there was 

drizzle and plenty of low cloud, but the tops of the peaks were clear so we decided to press on with our 

intended walk up to the top of Mam Tor and then along the ridge from there to Lose Fell.  As we walked 

up Mam Tor the wind got up considerably, but luckily it was behind us, and actually made the climb 

easier by blowing us up the hill.  Once on top of the ridge, although there was still a lot of cloud 

around, we were still able to enjoy excellent views into the valleys on either side – on one side we 

looked down into Edale where we’d been the weekend before, and on the other down to Castleton.  

Unfortunately we couldn’t quite see over to Kinder Scout.  Max was allowed off the lead at this point, 

and Ron ensured he didn’t lack for exercise by running on ahead with him. 

At Lose Hill the ridge comes to an end, and we walked down the side of the hill along a sunken lane into 

the village of Hope, another pretty Peak District village.  From Hope we followed a footpath along the 

side of a stream up the valley to Castleton.  By this time we were all starting to flag a little, particularly 

Max who struggled with the stiles on this part of the walk, which weren’t particularly dog-friendly and 

required some energetic jumping to get over.  However the thought that our final destination in 

Castleton would be the pub kept us going!  And a very good pub it was too – the Royal George, 

recommended to us by Ron, which provided an excellent menu of hearty food for hungry walkers, with 

marvellous desserts and a wood-burning stove to warm us all up! 

This was an excellent walk in a beautiful part of the country, so thank you to Dave for organising it and 

leading it! 
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WNTCV CLOTHING ORDER FORMWNTCV CLOTHING ORDER FORMWNTCV CLOTHING ORDER FORMWNTCV CLOTHING ORDER FORM    

    

    

Name: Name: Name: Name: ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................     

    

    

 TTTT----SHIRTSHIRTSHIRTSHIRT        POLOPOLOPOLOPOLO----SHIRTSHIRTSHIRTSHIRT        SWEATSHIRTSWEATSHIRTSWEATSHIRTSWEATSHIRT    

QUANTITY      

COST EACH £7.00  £11.00  £12.50  TOTAL COST 

TOTAL £ £ £  £ 

SIZE      

COLOUR 

(first choice)      

COLOUR 

(second choice)      

 

Sizes available:Sizes available:Sizes available:Sizes available:    Small  36-37 

 Medium 38-40 

 Large 41-43 

 X Large 44-46 

 XX Large 47-48 

 

Colours available:Colours available:Colours available:Colours available:    Ash, Black, Bottle Green, Brick Red, Burgundy, Chocolate, Classic Olive, Deep 

Navy, Emerald, Heather Grey, Kelly Green, Khaki, Light Graphite, Light Pink, 

Natural, Navy, Orange, Purple, Red, Royal Blue, Sky Blue, Steel Blue, 

Sunflower, White 

 

PLEASE SEND CHEQUES MADE PAYABLE TO ‘WNTCV’ TO MATTHEW HOLDER AT 23 RIDGEWAY 

DRIVE, PENN, WOLVERHAMPTON WV4 5NU. 

 

ALL ORDERS NEED TO BE RECEIVED BY 24242424THTHTHTH JANUARY 2009 JANUARY 2009 JANUARY 2009 JANUARY 2009 SO THAT WE MAY CONTACT THE 

SUPPLIERS SOON AFTERWARDS.  THANK YOU. 


